FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Santa Clara, California, United States of America, Summer 2012:
So many alcohol brands are vying for your attention now. Most don’t capture your eye much less your taste
buds as well as STUNNA ULTRA PREMIUM LIQUEUR (STUNNA). Take one look at the STUNNA bottle and its
regal attention getting design instantly stands out. A tall beautifully frosted bottle decorated with rich pewter
labels; complete with a set of real metal dog tags. Up top, you’ll find a premium cork design allowing you to
save a little; just in case you don’t finish the bottle you can re-cork to share later with others.
But please don’t stop at the looks. STUNNA has something surprising for you as soon as you start to pour...
The color is a bright green that looks as if it glows! Some have mentioned it resembles “liquid kryptonite”.
Now pouring into your glass is one of the most pleasing drinks ever to touch your tongue. STUNNA blends an
exotic collection of Premium Vodka, Tropical Rum and Smooth Tequila infused with hints of natural melon
and citrus flavors. Never has so much come together to make something so delicious!
STUNNA is so much more than a drink to be enjoyed. It’s a drink to be experienced in so many different ways.
This becomes immediately evident whether you have it by itself or when you start to make some of our
signature recipes like the “STUNNA Breeze” which is perfect for the summer. The “STUNNA Breeze” combines
2 parts of STUNNA, a splash of your favorite coconut rum, a splash of pineapple juice and a splash of
cranberry juice. Pour this over ice, garnish with a pineapple wedge and enjoy by the poolside! Ladies have
really been enjoying the “DIVA” which is simply 2 parts of STUNNA with a splash of cranberry juice served
chilled or on the rocks with a twist of lime for something so delicate and flavorful it has to be tried. And after
a hard day at work, gentlemen have been opting for our signature “Done Deal” which is 2 parts of STUNNA
with a half part of your favorite tequila, pour over ice with a twist of lime and then you have a drink so simple
but great tasting that you’ll forget the office stresses immediately!
STUNNA is an American brand that is experiencing tremendous growth while others are settling for being
remembered. STUNNA is now offered in 30 states nationwide and growing! This is a testament to the brand
as STUNNA garners attention via social media outlets and extreme grassroots marketing. Find us very active
on Facebook, Twitter and participating in local marketing events all over the country! We welcome you to try
STUNNA for yourself. Whether it’s from your local liquor store, neighborhood bar or night club, STUNNA
should be what you reach for. Blaze your own path to great taste...choose STUNNA.
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